From: Rosen, Lee
Sent: Tuesday, September 4, 2018 6:26 AM
To: LCOM Class Of 2021 List
Cc: Zehle, Christa H <Christa.Zehle@med.uvm.edu>; Johnston, Margaret S
<margaret.johnston@med.uvm.edu>
Subject: Interested in joining the tutoring team?

Hello MS-2s. Any interest in becoming an LCOM peer tutor? The first years are heading in to some of
the most demanding blocks in FoCS, and we’ve had an unprecedented number of requests for tutoring,
which we are doing our best to meet. I suspect that block 2 – which includes the start of the anatomy
lab – will result in continued need.
How do you know if you’d be an effective tutor? Did you have a pretty good grasp on the material in
FoCS? Were you able to organize the information coming at you in FoCS? Students need help with both
– understanding complicated pieces of the curriculum and figuring out how to efficiently organize and
study. Tutors don’t have to be perfect at these skills, just helpful in moving a struggling student
forward. We’ll need tutors who can help in the lab or with histology and the rest or all of the above.
The rewards? Helping an LCOM student succeed and $20.00/hour (which includes some prep
time). Tutoring usually requires between an hour and 4 hours a week, with a waxing and waning
schedule depending on student needs.
Questions? Please check out our LCOM tutoring web page. Or email myself or Maggie Johnston, MS-4,
our excellent Student Tutoring Coordinator. If you’re interested, fill out the tutor application form and
hand it in to Colleen at the OMSE front desk. Thanks, and good luck with the start of CRR!
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